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Astroturfers Beware: Amazon Continues to
Police Fake Reviewers
BY MATTHEW BARISH/ ON APRIL 6, 2017

Opining consumers have helped spawn a whole new interactive medium in the e-commerce
world, where shoppers can read and post reviews of products or services in various online
forums. More so, it’s nearly impossible to peruse a retail website, such as Amazon.com[1],
without your eyes being immediately drawn to those gold-filled stars which unabashedly rate
that new product you are seeking. In turn, the practice known as astroturfing[2]—writing and
posting fake online reviews—has increasingly become more prevalent, disrupting trust
between the online consumer and the company that purports to sell that product which is the
“BEST EVER!!”
Astroturfing has several different forms. Most often, a company will pay third parties to either
write positive reviews about its products, services or business, or write disparaging remarks
about its competitors.[3] In many cases, free products in exchange for fake reviews will often
trade hands. The Federal Trade Commission is primarily responsible for policing such practices
as its mission is to prevent anticompetitive, deceptive, or unfair business practices.[4] Their
authority derives from Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act, which declares that
“unfair methods of competition in or affecting commerce, and unfair or deceptive acts or
practices in or affecting commerce, are hereby declared unlawful.”[5] The problem is that the
FTC is limited in its size and its ability to investigate astroturfing claims and can’t possibly
keep up with the consumers’ demands for shopping online.[6] This has likely caused larger
companies to bring their own claims against those who participate in this unlawful practice.
Last October, Amazon filed suit against three sellers for posting reviews on its website that
were allegedly paid for. Amazon claimed, in one of its suits against seller Arobo Trade
INC/Aumax Direct, that over half of some 2,000 reviews across eleven products sold by the
defendant were “abusive” in that they were fake.[7] They further claimed that the seller’s
practices were deceptive and resulted in the deception of Amazon’s customers.[8] Another
lawsuit filed against the Amazon seller, Cyande Group, stated that 52% of its reviews across
four of its products were also fake and abusive.[9] A spokesperson for the company stated
“[their] goal is to eliminate the incentives for sellers to engage in review abuse . . . in exchange
for compensation” and that Amazon will “take enforcement and legal action against sellers
participating in fraudulent reviews.”[10] These suits demonstrate that Amazon is standing up
to unlawful astroturfing.

These suits followed a much larger enforcement campaign brought by Amazon in October
2015, where the company sued more than 1,000 John Does for writing fake reviews on its
website.[11] Unique to this lawsuit was that reviewers were offered $5 each through the online
freelance marketplace, Fiverr.com,[12] in exchange for 5-star reviews.[13] Astroturfers
allegedly went so far as shipping empty boxes to themselves to make it appear as if they had
purchased the Amazon products.[14] Others were found to have taken efforts to post reviews
from different accounts and IP addresses.[15]
Amazon clearly sees astroturfing as a threat to its business, both for its sellers and its
consumers. Astroturfing disrupts the flow of information between the buyer and seller and
creates dishonesty in the marketplace.[16] Consumers are harmed by their inability to make
rational choices before purchasing products and services and businesses fear reputational
harm from selling a product that was represented—in a product review—to perform in a way
that it didn’t.[17] The harm to businesses is also likely to be compounded by additional “real”
negative reviews from the consumer that had relied on the fake review for their purchase. As
astroturfing continues to harm consumers and businesses alike, private enforcement is a
viable option in lieu of expansive congressional regulation. As Amazon and its competitors are
uniquely positioned to police and address this deceitful practice, more companies are likely to
continue the fight to help businesses protect their reputations as well as the consumers that
review and purchase products from their websites.
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